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The Coventry University East Asian Film Society was founded in 2009 by students of the Media 
and Communications department in Coventry University under the guidance and with the help 
of lecturer Spencer Murphy. The society was established with the aim of promoting and 
celebrating cultural diversity by raising awareness of East Asian cinema and tradition among 
students of Coventry University.   
 
Initially, this aim was achieved by organising free weekly film screenings of Asian films, open to 
all students, usually followed by discussions or Q&A sessions with guest speakers from the field 
of East Asian cinema, among which distribution company managers Adam Torel of Third 
Window Films and Joey Leung of Terracotta Films (partners and sponsors of the society), as 
well as film journalists and critics John Berra, Jasper Sharp and Colette Balmain. In addition, 
those guest speakers delivered short presentations on their particular fields of work, i.e. 
Japanese cinema, contemporary Korean film-making, etc, to all students attending the 
screenings. The students could also participate in discussions with those experts, as well as 
express their views on the screened films, write reviews on them and each week the society 
would choose a winner among the writers to receive a sponsor DVD and be published on a 
professional film review website. 



 
 
During its development in its first year, the society's desire to enrich the cultural experience of 
Coventry University students resulted in the organisation of small internal events in addition to 
the weekly film screenings. One of these events was a Chinese Spring Festival Gala to celebrate 
the Chinese New Year in January 2010, which included a short play with details about the 
history of the Spring Festival, as well as traditional New Year songs and games from China. 

 

 
 

In October 2010, the society was invited to the official première of Momoko Ando's 'Kakera – A 
Piece of Our Lives' – a Japanese film, screened earlier in the year in Coventry University. This 
was the first public appearance of the society as an official Coventry University representative, 
and they were asked by Third Window Films's managing director, distributor of the film in the 
UK, to participate in the Q&A session with director Momoko Ando after the screening and 
produce the official DVD extras for the UK release of 'Kakera', while the students involved in the 
production as well as the society were given official credit at the end of the DVD. 
 
 



Furthermore, the society went on to be an official representative of Coventry University at the 
Far East Film Festival in Udine, Italy, 2010, where the students received accreditation as 'media' 
guests, with authorisation to conduct and film interviews with the guest speakers, directors, 
actors and all experts from the field of Asian cinema, as well as write film reviews and 
reflections of the whole experience, which would be later used to raise awareness and interest 
among the students of Coventry University as to the activities of the society and the 
possibilities for individual professional development. Later in the month, the society was also 
covering the Terracotta Film Festival in London, with the official invitation of partner Joey 
Leung, managing director of Terracotta Films distributing company. 
 

 
 

During its second year, the society grew more professional and more dedicated to expanding 
beyond its initial programme of weekly film screenings, by adding more events and 
participating in more festivals, thus not only bringing more knowledge to the students of the 
university, but also increasing the members' professional employability in their desired field. 
The experience of being part of the East Asian Film society was available under the official 
'Professional Experience' module for Level 2 students, as it involves many important aspects, 
such as writing, interviewing, producing a newsletter, filming and producing media (audio and 
video) content, organisation of events and festivals, PR and representation, interpersonal 
communication, and many more. Thus, regardless of their actual interest in Asian film, the 
students who chose to take part in the society were treated as members of a professional 
organisation and were given the chance to improve in areas of their personal/professional life 
they desired. 
 
In November 2010, the society was invited by Jasper Sharp, expert in the field of Japanese 
cinema and recognised book author in the area, to the Zipangu Film Festival in London, curated 
by him, where the members were once again official media presence and conducted an 
interview with visiting director Tetsuaki Matsue, whose autobiographical film 'Annyong 



Kimchee' was screened by the society earlier in the year. Later on, the society organised a 
Halloween themed film screening and Halloween costume party in Japanese style, where they 
served traditional Asian food and drinks and screened clips of interviews and films from the Far 
East. 
 
Under the guidance and with the enthusiasm of both Third Window managing director Adam 
Torel and lecturer Spencer Murphy, and with the help of John Gore from the Warwick Arts 
Centre, the society organised its biggest event until then in February 2011 – 'East Winds: A 
Third Window Film Festival', which took place between the 11th and the 13th February in the 
Warwick Arts Centre in Coventry, and was dedicated to the very recent loss of one of the 
society's central members, Nadia Baird, who passed away earlier in the month. The festival 
presented three days of continuous screenings, films courtesy of partner Third Window Films, 
with one of the films having its first UK première. Official guests to East Winds were Japanese 
director Gen Takahashi and Italian composer Gabriele Roberto, both of whom held Q&A 
sessions with Coventry and Warwick students after the respective films. The festival was aimed 
at attracting students and provided a discount price for everyone enrolled in either Coventry or 
Warwick University, and the collected money were raised as a donation to the family of lost 
member Nadia Baird. 

 

 

In May 2011, the society received a second accreditation to cover the Far East Film Festival in 
Udine, Italy, with an increased number of participating students, covering the whole ten days of 
the festival in two different teams. Due to the recognition of the members' work during the 
previous festival edition, the students of the East Asian Film society were now treated as fellow 
colleagues and in addition to being given access to guest speeches, interviews and panels as 
official media crew, they were also interviewed by the Far East Film Festival for their 
participation and filmed and photographed by the representatives of the festival and the 
freelance media guests. 
 



In addition to representing Coventry University in festivals in London and abroad, the society 
has increased its efforts not only in raising awareness of Asian culture among the university 
students, but also in opening its doors to helping students acquire more practical skills and gain 
more employability, as related to their field of media study. In addition to producing a 
newsletter and audio/video interviews and clips, the society has partnered with two external 
websites, CineVue and iCov, where students' contributions are published on a semi-regular 
basis, giving them the opportunity to improve their writing skills and also receive recognition 
from the industry. 

 

 

The society has done a remarkable job at bringing up Coventry University’s profile in the eyes of 
students, along with external professionals. All people who know us from our attendance at 
festivals are very impressed with our work and positive towards the university’s quality of 
education. Students, who are involved with the society, have all benefitted in terms of valuable 
skills, knowledge and experience. The East Asian Film Society has won the prize for Best society 
in Coventry University for 2011/2012 as well as the Cecil award which is being awarded for 
significant contribution to the development and/or well being of the University and the wider 
community, and/or “significant enhancement of the reputation of the Institution”.     



 

 

Following the success of the first edition of the East Winds Film Festival, the second edition of 
the event was even bigger and more spectacular. It presented one UK premiere and four 
European premieres to the audience in the Midlands. The event which took place in the Ellen 
Terry building in Coventry in March 2012 had the honour of welcoming the established Hong 
Kong director Herman Yau, Japanese writer and director Satoshi Miki and actresses Fuse Eri and 
Grace Huang. The East Winds Film Festival and Asian symposium brought a number of external 
professionals in Coventry, ranging from film directors, actors and writers, to experts in Asian 
cinema, lecturers and journalists. The attendees were able to freely participate in discussions 
on Asian cinema and culture, as well as open Q&A session with the special guests. 

  

 

 The second annual festival also attracted a major sponsor- Infiniti, “the luxury automotive 
brand from Japan which has recently launched its range of performance cars in the UK” 
(Midlandsbusinessnews.co.uk, 16 February 2012). The event was such a success that Herman 
Yau himself offered to become a patron of the forthcoming editions of the festival. In terms of 
marketing, the festival was covered by many external platforms, websites and local newspapers 
such as midlandsbusinessnews.co.uk, 3D-car-shows.com, Vcinema, easternkicks.com, 
Diversejapan.com, 24framespersecond.com, easternfilmfans.co.uk, twitchfilm.com, Cine-



Vue.com. Another innovation was that the fest this year was open to the local community by 
providing an online system for ticket purchase via the official website of the event 
eastwindsfilm.com. Thus the event has brought in people from outside the university, 
expanding the public’s awareness of what CUEAFS does. 

 

 

Due to the devotion, professionalism, dedication and love of each and every member to the 
work and activities of the society, we have been again part of the Zipangu Film Festival in 
London in November 2011 as well as of the 14th edition of the Udine Far East Film Festival in 
Italy in April 2012 where we had the pleasure and honour to interview the established Hong 
Kong director and producer Johnnie To as well as many more and to again be covering the 
whole ten days of the event. The continuing participation in national and international events 
proves that the ongoing work of the society is notable and the impact on both internal and 



external audiences is very positive. There are nearly 500 members on our Facebook page and 
our Twitter channel @CUEAFS is followed by many professionals in the East Asian film industry 
as well as fans and friends of the society. Our official website cueafs.com is a major platform for 
East Asian cinema and it is being constantly updated. It is also the top result to come up when 
searching for the subject of East Asian film in the web.  

 

CUEAFS continuously tries to create new activities for its members and other students, and 
enhance their skills and employability. Along with this, the society has worked extremely hard 
to fundraise for the victims of the Japanese tsunami and earthquake last year organising charity 
film screenings and DVD sales. CUEAFS has also launched a brand new online publication ‘Asia 
Exposure’. 

Next year, the society has planned to further its development and professional experience in 
the media field by producing a TV programme, giving more professional opportunities to 
students who are interested in all aspects of writing, filming or TV production, thus enhancing 
an aspect of the media studies covered less in some courses than others. By organising a 
recruitment fair and attracting more students to join the society, the members will aim at 
tackling all aspects of material production and organising and covering even more events, thus 
not only raising awareness and recognition for members as individuals, but also for the society 
as a representative of Coventry University. Furthermore, the society will aim at giving the 
students more opportunities to grow personally and professionally by assigning them specific 
roles and responsibilities and treating them as part of a professional organisation, improving 



any skills they find necessary and increasing their knowledge and employability in the 
competitive world of media professionals.  

The third edition of East Winds Film Festival next year is expected to surpass the success of the 
first two editions. Our aim is to turn it into a major cultural event in the West Midlands and to 
promote East Asian cinema and culture to a wider audience. Our participation in the Zipangu 
Film Festival in September 2012 and the Far East Film Festival in Udine in April 2013 is already 
confirmed so CUEAFS will surely continue to be a main factor in the distribution, promotion and 
celebration of East Asian film.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix 1: 

East Winds Film Festival 2012 poster: 

 

 


